MAIN STREET DEVELOPMENT POLICY
REVIEW COMMITTEE

OUR GOALS
• Review: what policies are currently in place and how they help or
hinder, create or fragment;
• Explore: through the facilitation of an open, broad discussion on the
vision for the Main St. corridor;
• Focus: on what is the initial study structure to yield the best overall
result for development along the Main St. corridor;
• Create: a interconnected policy or policies that provide the Town and
its residents with a conveyable vision of the future.

Why are we here?
 Simply put, to try to establish a “Plan” for the Main St. corridor
that will guide development;

How do we do that?
 Review what is currently controlling or directing development within
the study area;
 Determine what is still applicable or has worked and conversely was
has not work;
 What must change, what remains, what needs to be added?
 Managing Expectations – no question or idea is bad. Not everything
will end up in the final recommendations. This review may be one of
many steps moving forward.

Where we were, where we are, where we’re going
These next few slides are past projects and ideas used in different towns on their main
streets. We can use these ideas to help guide the vision of the future! Think of them as a
starting point.

Kingsville Main Street 1955

Kingsville Main Street 2020

Heritage

Heritage is extremely important to the residents
of Kingsville. Are there are guidelines that
should be put in place to try and protect the
Main street heritage?
In Amherstburg they have a detailed plan about
how to restore decaying facades on the main
street instead of replacing with a new modern
building.

Before restoration

EXAMPLE:
3.1 Restoring Heritage Features
Efforts should be made to restore historical features
or façade elements where possible. Resources such
as building records, historical photo archives, and
the Doris Gaspar Historical Inventory should be used
as a reference to guide the design of facades and
infill development.
Buildings and facades should be designed to respect
the historical development of the site and on
adjacent properties.

After restoration

Cont..
Amherstburg also has specific regulations for
color and materials that are allowed to be used
on Main Street to keep the street design
cohesive as well as encourage the preservation
of the towns heritage!
EXAMPLE:

3.6 Façade Colours
• Within the North Sandwich, Central Sandwich and Historic Core Districts
utilize colours that contribute to the historic character of the area and
compliments adjacent facades.
• Avoid the use of more than 3 individual colours on the façade
• Red brick facades have historically been commonly used in Amherstburg,
and existing brick facades should be uncovered / restored, and new

3.5 Façade Materials
• For new developments utilize materials that compliment
adjacent buildings and support a consistent theme and
identity along the streetscape.
• Restore traditional façade materials such as cleaning and
repointing brick or painting cornices to maintain the
traditional character of the building
• Utilize no more than two façade materials in one building
• Within the Central Sandwich and Historic Core Districts
utilize materials that contribute to the historic character
typified by red brick facades with wooden window frames,
and cornices.
• Ensure that building façades provide a variety of interest
on all sides that are visible from streets and public
walkways

development should be to be complimentary to existing brick buildings.
• The following colours are often complimentary to red brick facades: Bluegrey, Black & White, Cream & Sage, Brown & Tan

We could come
up with our own
colour and
material pallet…
From Slave Lake Design Guilelines:

Building Rhythm : Consistent building heights

Stratford: Boulevards - Downtown core &
Commercial Areas

Design Guidelines:

• The boulevard (between curb edge and building face) in the Downtown Core, Commercial and Mixed-Use Areas
should generally have a minimum width of 4.0 metres and be comprised of a 1.5 metre wide sidewalk and 2.5
metre wide boulevard that is constructed of a hard paved surface and/or landscaping on both sides of the street.
• Sidewalks should be constructed of a solid, stable and textured material such as concrete. The pavement base
should be significant to minimize heaving and damage by tree roots. Higher quality treatments for curbs, such as
granite, which can be removed, maintained and replaced during reconstruction, should be considered for
improved maintenance in key areas, particularly within the downtown heritage conservation district, including the
area surrounding City Hall, and along Ontario Street.
• At corners, consideration should be given to the widening of boulevards to provide enhanced sidewalk conditions
that include decorative planting areas, seating areas, increased sight lines, universal design markings and other
amenities (i.e. fountain, public art).
• Sidewalks should be coordinated with the design of feature paving across boulevards, intersections, crosswalks
and driveways to ensure visibility and accessibility of the pedestrian network.
• Street trees should be located within the paved boulevard and planted in an adequate pit under a metal grille.
• Sidewalks should connect with adjoining recreational trail networks.
• Porous surfaces should be considered for sidewalks, especially when adjacent to parks and open spaces.

Public Art
Design Guidelines:
• Recommended public art locations include:
 sites of cultural significance;
 high activity areas (i.e. the waterfront and Downtown Core, Commercial and Mixed-Use Areas,
public parks, plazas, key streets and intersections, gateways, trails, courtyards, gardens and
institutional or public building sites;
 ‘Corporate’ business streets and roads to Industrial Areas;
 Key buildings in Industrial Areas (i.e. head offices); and, Utility corridors.
• Public art should be site sensitive and should explore opportunities to celebrate Stratford’s historic
and current events, including the Stratford Festival, and figures of local, national and international
relevance.
• Public art pieces should be durable and easily maintained.
• Public art should be installed at highly visible sites that provide an opportunity for casual
surveillance such as views from adjacent buildings and/or public streets.
• Sites with public art pieces should include appropriate landscaping materials that complement the
piece.
• Sites may be reserved for groupings of complementary pieces, including temporary installations.
• Public art should be both physically and visually accessible and barrier free. The incorporation of
universal design principles is encouraged.

Examples of public art
Waterloo

Murals in Vancouver
- Can be a new attraction
- “photo opportunities” which
would lead to promotion
- Historical murals: brings
awareness and keeps heritage
and culture alive

Crosswalks
- Simple
- Can be changed regularly
- Inexpensive
- Adds colour
- innovative

Lighting

Do we want different
types of lighting?
More lighting? Less
lighting?

• WHY IS LIGHTING IMPORTANT?
• Increases safety in areas that people use, such as doorways
and bus stops.
• Aids in geographic orientation, as people can use well-lit
focal points (fountains, buildings, bridges, towers, sculpture as
landmarks to help them find their way.
• Highlights the identity and history of an area, well-lit historic
details draw attention to the uniqueness of an area.

Big box development
Ottawa
• Guideline 4: Use clear windows and doors to make the pedestrian level
façade of walls facing the street highly transparent. Locate active uses at
grade, such as restaurants, specialty in-store boutiques, food concessions
and waiting areas (Figure 3
• Guideline 8: Provide site furnishings, such as benches, bike racks and
shelters, at building entrances and amenity areas (Figure 6).
• Guideline 26: Provide a minimum 3.0 metre wide landscaped area along
the edge of a site where parking areas, drive lanes or stacking lanes are
adjacent to a public street. Use trees, shrubs and low walls to screen cars
from view while allowing eye level visibility into the site (Figure 19).

Commercial design
• 5.3 LOCAL COMMERCIAL In addition to the Design Guidelines in Section 4.0, any
applications located in a Local Commercial area (that serves a local clientele, which may
or may not be located within a Hamlet) should incorporate the following design guidelines:
• 1. Provide improvements to the public realm such as sidewalks or pathways, landscaping,
street furniture, lighting and public art or other similar elements.
• 2. Incorporate traditional main street cross sections starting with a building height to road
right-of-way ratio of 1:3 before intensifying to a higher ratio.
• 3. Create and utilize rear lane way systems wherever possible for parking and loading.
• 4. Maintain or define a ‘build-to-line’ that provides a wide pedestrian area between the
building and the street that can accommodate wide sidewalks, lighting, landscaping,
street furniture, and seating.
• 5. Provide well lit and comfortable pedestrian walkways connecting the street to rear
parking areas. Share walkways with adjacent sites as much as possible.

Parking for big box areas

• Surface parking should be located so
as to minimize the break in
streetscape character and design, yet
have sufficient visibility for safety and
convenience.
• The use of shade trees, landscaping,
and low screen walls can help diminish
the dominant and often negative visual
impact of parking lots, especially near
adjacent residences and parks. A
minimum of 20% of the parking lot
area is required to be landscaped.

Gateways
St. Catherines

4.5.7 Gateway Features
• At Primary Gateway locations, the installation of physical
gateway markers/features on public lands is encouraged. Such
a feature could come in the form of an arch, a trellis, a
distinctive intersection treatment, or other element or
combination of elements. The gateway should establish a sense
of arrival to the Downtown, better define the area’s limits, and
could support branding initiatives. These elements may be
illuminated. Secondary Gateways will be enhanced primarily
through architecture and landscaping design

Landscaping around commercial areas
Toronto

• 2.3 Amenities (Trees, Landscaping, Furnishings)
• The use of amenities, such as street trees and planter boxes, are important to an overall
streetscape design and can greatly help define a wider street. A consistent landscape and
amenity design and theme along the length of a street or block can strengthen the
association of unrelated buildings.
• In addition to street trees, other landscaping such as lawn, shrubs, or ground covers
provide a buffer between people and cars, as well as providing seasonal colors. Proper
maintenance is essential to keep the benefits of these areas continuous. Fig. 4 When
possible use landscaping to maintain a buffer between sidewalks and parking lots. Fig. 5
Planter boxes/pots add to the color and attractiveness of the streetscape. 7
• Where a landscaping strip does not exist, install planter boxes and/or plant trees along
sidewalk.
• Hanging baskets or large pots are also encouraged to enhance the façade and provide
color and create a more pedestrian friendly atmosphere.
• Coordinated street furnishings, such as fencing, trash receptacles, bollards, bicycle racks,
and seating, can be an important component in creating a unified, attractive look to a
commercial streetscape. Maintenance, safety, and durability are the main considerations
regarding choice and placement of furnishings

Interesting links
• https://www.nashville.gov/Portals/0/SiteContent/Planning/docs/urba
n/gateway_blvd_design_guidelines.pdf

